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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 148115 for $685.00
Submitted by
CHRISTY
on 08/18/2014
Complaint #148115

THEY HAVE DEPOSTED MONEY IN MY ACCOUNT. SO I CANC'D IT WHEN I TRY TO
CALL THEM I DON'T GET AN ANSWER. ONE DAY I HAD A CALL THAT THEY ARE
COMING TO ARREST ME IF I DON'T WIRE 685.00 TO THEM IN THE NEXT 30 MINS. IF
THE LOAN PLACE WOULD MAKE A PHONE NUMBER WERE THEY CAN BE REACHED I
COULD GET MORE INFORMATION BUT THE ONLY PEOPLE THAT HAS CONTACTED
ME IS SOME GUY I CAN'T UNDERSTAND. THEN SOMEBODY FROM A POLICE
DEPARTMENT IN ANOTHER STATE HAS CALLED ME. I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO. I
HAVE NOT GOTTEN ANY EMAILS OR PHONES CALLS FROM THIS COMPANY TO LET
ME KNOW ANYTHING. IT HAS ONLY BEEN A WEEK SINCE I CLOSED MY ACCOUNT
AND NOW THEY WANT TO TAKE ME TO JAIL. I HAVE BEEN BEHIND ON A LOT OF
DIFFERENT BILLS AND THEY HAVE NEVER SAID THEY WERE GOING TO TAKE ME TO
JAIL. THEY HAVE ALWAYS WORK OUT SOMETHING WITH ME SO I CAN GET THEM
PAID.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 143302 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/06/2014
Complaint #143302

Back in April I was RESEARCHING loans and was looking at an entirely different company
which I declined to take the loan by simply not signing the documents and faxing them back. I
saw the name Hydra amongst a BUNCH of pop-ups and emails that flooded my email
account, but I NEVER signed anything with them. I opted NOT to take a payday loan from the
other company, yet a few days later Hydra Fund deposited $300 into my account. The notice
from them went to my spam folder first so I never knew anything about it until the money was
already there. About the same time they were putting money in another company starting
unauthorized debits. Long story short, I was eventually forced to close the account just to put
a stop to any more fraudulent charges, but not before Hydra debited 2 $90 charges. By that
time the damage was done though. Now a collection agency is breathing down my neck and
we "reached a settlement" to pay back $510 to keep it out of court. However, I have been told
by the collection agency that I could face an additional $2000 in fines and court fees plus
$700 that would have to be paid back to Hydra. All this for a loan that I never wanted nor
authorized by written signature. Considering that there are over 400 complaints on this
website against this company surely therE must be a way to start a CLASS ACTION
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LAWSUIT.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 205323 for $250.00
Submitted by
pebblesjh
on 01/28/2013
Complaint #205323

Hydra funds III has loaned me $250.00 into my bank account on November 26, 2012. They
have received two payments but I was unable to pay the rest because of loss of a job. They
now have a debt collector threatening to take me to court and pay court fees, etc. I am getting
harrassed! The debt collector cannot even give me an attorney's name or anything that would
be taking action against me.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 140424 for $300.00
Submitted by
DocLepore
on 07/30/2014
Complaint #140424

My son went online to get a loan for $300.00. He was sent what appeared to be a credit/debit
card. It was never used and the bank told him that it was a scam. BUT, every month they are
taking $90.00 out of my bank account and they won't stop!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 176641 for $300.00
Submitted by
jpitts
on 11/09/2014
Complaint #176641

Received an unauthorized deposit of $300 in my checking account a few days ago...when I
went to look up the depositor, Hydra Fund, I noticed there was not a phone number available
to call them. I then found the phone number on this site and saw the enormous amount of
complaints. I just spoke with a customer service rep for this company and they assure me
they will withdraw the money for no charge. We'll see...

Complaint Title: hydrafund...the cmg group Complaint 79600 for $600.00
Submitted by
southerG
on 02/26/2014
Complaint #79600

I was applying for a pay-day loan online.I found a few places and went with the lowest rate
funder.I recieved a call from hydrafund and was ask if i wanted the loan,i told them i have
gotten at another place...then the next day they put money in my account without me signing
or approving anything!!....now they have been pulling money from my account ....they refuse
to stop or even talk to me on the phone

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 227462 for $1,050.00
Submitted by
Kendrick
on 04/07/2013
Complaint #227462

I received a loan from you all back in Sept.of 2012. I only recevied 250.00 from you all and
you all have been taking 75.00 out of my checking account.It has now equaled to 1050.00. I
never saw any company rip someone off like this. I will have my attorney look in to this,I need
my money. When I spoke to someone on the phone about loan they never told me the apr
was so high.

Complaint Title: HYDRA Complaint 123418 for $300.00
Submitted by
t59
on 06/09/2014
Complaint #123418

i got a 300 from them they took 90 so far i still dont know how to get a hold of them didnt sign
or acknowledge anything now what i see some of u have been paying 90 since feb nowwww
what can do we do

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 209271 for $1,301.22
Submitted by
effingmad
on 02/10/2013
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Complaint #209271

This company deposited into my account on Jan 10, for which I did not complete the online
process. Shortly thereafter I was called by a company claim to be collecting the funds for your
company calling themselves - Federal Legislation of United States and the person on the
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phone said he was Adam Spencer (with a heavy Pakistani or Indian accent) and that fraud
charges had been filed against me for non-payment to this company. He stated that I would
be arrested by 4:00 pm if I did not make immediate payment of $431.22(I now know that this
entity was a fraud), needless to say I had to borrow fund to make this immediate payment,
which I did under severe distress. I reported this to the local police department, and the
Federal Trade commission.
Now I see that this company has deposited another $300 which I NEVER REQUESTED into
my account and Feb 9 So obviously they are a scamming financial company, and/or,
someone has hacked into my account to deposit more funds, WHICH I NEVER
REQUESTED!
I will not pay any additional fees for unrequested loans.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 178965 for $200.00
Submitted by
Kim
on 11/15/2014
Complaint #178965

Only contacted them to find out about a loan and how it worked and the amount that would
need to be paid back. We never agreed to take the loan from this company or any other
company for that matter! No autharization was given to this company or any other company
to deposit any money into my account and no atharization was given to any company to take
any money out of my account. The reason we didn't take any loan from any company was the
repayment was to much. I am trying to get them to stop trying to take money out of my
account. I need help!

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 171730 for $300.00
Submitted by
Ian
on 10/26/2014
Comment #40167

Be careful. My bank stopped payment on their debits and now they are trying to sue me for
check fraud. Hope you have a better bank than I do.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
Arzola
on 10/08/2014
Comment #38531

terrible, I got $200 from them, now they took out $900 from me, scamed!!! Beware they have
your information they will take out money little by little every now and then!!!!!!!

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 189492 for $300.00
Submitted by
tinatomek83
on 12/13/2014
Comment #43892

I called this number I got from someone's post 1888 302 5269 and press 1 and tell them u
didn't want loan, they will reverse it next day. Just be careful with your info through the
Internet and don't apply online bc ur info spreads through website to website and prob other
people.
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 154937 for $300.00
Submitted by
anton
on 09/17/2014
Comment #36618

God luck-they obviously want interest, thats why they have scammed so many people.I don't
think they will take money back w/o you paying the interest. They have your bank acct # and
routing # therefore they can keep submitting your acct..I was advised by my bank to close
and reopen a new acct so they won't have your new info

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 172577 for $350.00
Submitted by
andrea
on 11/11/2014
Comment #41383

They said the SAME EXACT thing to me! They called my work and i spoke to them i had no
idea what they were talking about and they said i was lieing and they were going to go to my
job and serve me i hung up on them i was crying and they called my manager and yelled at
her! my manager let me go home and i reported them to the police so they are undergoing a
investigation! they stopped calling me and my job. DONT LISTEN TO THEM !

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 104717 for $540.00
Submitted by
screwhydrafund
on 07/12/2014
Comment #30115

contact your bank and close your account

From Report: Hydra Fund II Complaint 72652 for $300.00
Submitted by
monicaregier
on 01/26/2013
Comment #46458

i had the exact same problem with these people. may i ask how you resovled it?

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 148597 for $200.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2014
Comment #34419

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 124982 for $200.00
Submitted by
MMorse88
on 07/21/2014
Comment #31015

http://www.debtconsolidationcare.com/paydayloan/dealingwith-illegallenders.html Use this
website. It will explain a step by step process that you need to do. That is if you live in a state
that do not allow payday loans. Example, I live in NC and I too received money from Hydra III
($200) I too paid $60 dollars and they called me last night threatening to take me to court for
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fraud and theft by deception because I lost my job and could not pay the money back. Read
this and it will explain everything you need to do.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 149920 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2014
Comment #34402

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.
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